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COLOR COMMUNICATION

Agenda

• Basics of Color Communication
• Why measure color
• Define expectations for color match
• Instrument Tests- 4
• How to apply color expectations to instrument differences
• Take aways- how to apply in your work



Color Communication Basics
and why color communication fails?



LIGHTING

OBSERVER

What is the color?  

The object absorbs the selected
wavelengths of the spectrum emitted 
by lighting, the rest is reflected

This property of the object is
determined by dyes and pigments.

OBJECT

— it is a subjective sensation: 
induced in the observer’s brain by the 
image created on the human retina by 
the light reflected by the object.

COLOR COMMUNICATION



EYE - The Observer



OBSERVER - SENSOR

Seventy-six individual color-matching functions.

Source An observer-metamerism sensitivity index for electronic 
displays 
DOI # 10.1002/jsid.605

Color-Matching Variation 

Figure 2.1.6-6. Pseudocolour image of the retina of two male subjects. 
The estimation of the relative amounts of cones of each type for 
subject A are 75.8%, 20% and 4.2% for L, M and S cones, respectively; 
and subject C 50.6%, 44.2% and 5.2%. Reproduced from (Roorda and Williams 1999). 

Source: Effects of colorimetric additivity failure and of observer metamerism on cross-media 
colour matching
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266273092

Retina Variation 

The differences in the structure of the eye is one of the reasons why everyone sees color differently



“First, it is hard, if not impossible,
to remember distinct colors.
This underscores the important fact that the visual
memory is very poor in comparison with auditory
memory. Often the latter is able to repeat a melody
heard only once or twice.”

Josef Albers “Interaction of Color”

The observer is referencing memory…



Standard vs. Individual Observers

Seventy-six individual color-matching functions.

Source An observer-metamerism sensitivity index for electronic displays.    DOI # 10.1002/jsid.605

Standard Observer 2° - 1931

ISO 11664-1:2007(E)/CIE S 014-1/E:2006
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In the 1920s two color scientists, David Wright and John Guild (UK), performed a series of color matching 
experiments on human sight which laid the foundation for the specification of the CIE XYZ color space. Observers 
were asked to match monochromatic wavelengths of light with mixtures of three primary colors (red, green and blue). 
Finally based on averaged data, in 1931 the CIE published the 2° Standard Observer.
 
Tests now repeated by laboratories around the world show how great the diversity is among the population. 
Averaged data may differ significantly from individual data.



LIGHTINGOBJECT

Two observers looking at same object
They will see it differently  

 



What level of Color Difference  
is Acceptable Quantifying  
Expectations of Observer



E-Factor Exercise/Sampler

•∆E for Images and Pages

• A practical tool for determining  
the acceptable error between  
the original and the reproduction

•Correlation of the observer's expectation  
with 95th percentile CRF ∆E (00)  

• Improve color communication between 
all stakeholders in color process



Define Color Expectations- Using E-Factor Number
then apply to measurement parameters

• Personal E-Factor to quantify different 
individuals expectations

E-Factor Exercise / Sampler is currently the subject of 
comparative research aimed at establishing the equality of 
perception in printed and screen images. The research is 
conducted by a team led by Dr. Elena Fedorovskaya, RIT.  
The research results will be published in Q2'22.• Improve color communication between 

all stakeholders in color process



Industry Research Results= 
3 E-Factor meets 95% expectations, 5 E-Factor meets 50%, 9= 5%

• Print Buyer Survey- Published TAGA 2017

• ANOVA statistical analysis proves a 
linear relationship between E-Factor and 
human visual judgement!

• Apply a 3 E-Factor to the Instrument 
precision and accuracy



We Need Impartial Observer
(Referee)



… we need Measurement Instruments



LIGHTINGHow we measure color?  

OBJECT

The measurement scheme 
is analogous to human 
observation of the object

Observer

Color Measurement Instrument
Is analyzing light reflected by the object
lighted by the source of light.

Instrument



Variables of Measurement Instruments
•Monochromator/Sensor
•Geometry/Mode
•Aperture
•Light Source (radiation)
•Spot/Scan (strip) modes
•Spectral Range/Resolution
•Integration time  
  …



Why Measure Color?

Eliminating Waste is Critical for profitability
•Eliminate Human Subjectivity
•Defines when manufacturing device is reproducing precise and accurate color
•Provide intelligent reports to operator to help fix printing device based results



Disclaimer

Please, do not shoot the messenger…
•We are naming names- but we have no motive- 
•Think of this as Consumer Reports



How to Trust Your Measurement Devices?

Why Even Measure Color if you don’t understand Instruments
•When the instrument is new, you can have trust that instrument is precise
•But after weeks in normal production: Dust, drops, bumps, etc…
•How to compare instruments?



Typical Results
Actual i1Pro2 over 18 months
•You will not notice this difference with your eye



Testing Procedures: Four Tests
Qualifying how instruments 

measure color



Qualifying Instruments

1. Within Instrument Precision- Instrument compared to itself
2. Between instrument measurement processes: Spot, Manual Scan, Auto Scan, more
3. Between Like Instruments- Same model instruments compared to each other
4. Accuracy- How similar do instrument measure to a “reference” instrument

Four Tests



Published Specifications on Instruments

Very Different from “Real Life”
•Typically Repeatability is based on measuring white tile multiple times
•Other stats based on BCRA tiles
•Understand- Instruments measure color differently on different materials!!!
•Most of the data based on instruments in customer production- results vary
•BCRA tiles do not represent ink on paper very well…. Gamut, Hue values, sheen



Testing Procedure- Metrics

Defining Color Differences
•Measure common target, multiple times, with multiple conditions
•Calculate Average ∆E, Standard Deviation, CRF 95th Percentile, Peak
•Between all measurements



Testing Procedure- What Colors?

Target Definition
•Relative to Print Process
•Cover entire visible spectrum, not just CMYK
•Wide variety of colors
•Robust target, can be measured dozens of times with no harm



Testing Procedure- T42 Target

Referenced in ISO/TS-23031:2020 Spectrophotometers
•Large Patch size accommodates every instrument
•42 diverse color patches related to 100% of printable spectrum
•Most instruments measure multiple conditions (M0, M1, M2) 42 X 3=126 measurements 
•Printed target - relative to print market, but laminated, robust, opaque



Test #1- Intra-Instrument Precision
Precision- Device consistency to itself
•Measuring same colors multiple times, over time
•Short and Long term repeatability
•Actual Customer Data… Not necessarily laboratory data

One Instrument- 
Multiple 

measurements  
of same color 



Test #1- i1Pro1                 
     = 0.40



Test #1- i1Pro2              
     = 0.15



Test #1- i1Pro3              
     = 0.06     



Test #1- Color Muse        
     = 0.57



Test #1- Spectro1          
     = 0.14



Test #1-Nix Spectro Sensor       
     = 0.13

∆E



Test #1- Colorix Nano    
     = 0.11

∆E



Test #1- Color Sentinel    
     = 0.11



Test #1- i1Pro3 iO             
     = 0.12



Test #1- Exact             
     = 0.07



Test #1- Techkon SpectroDens    
     = 0.19



Test #1- X-Rite iSIS        
     = 0.05



Test #1- Barbieri LFP    
     = 0.05



Test #1- Summary: Intra Instrument
Instrument
1. Barbieri
2. Isis
3. i1Pro3
4. Exact
5. Nano
6. Color Sentinel
7. i1Pro3 iO
8. Nix
9. Spectro1
10. i1Pro2
11.Techkon
12. i1Pro1
13. ColorMuse

95th Percentile ∆E (00)
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.19
0.40
0.57

Approx $
$8,600
$4,145
$1,555
$7,200

$600
$1,100
$4,860
$1,200

$300
NA

$6,800
NA
$54



#2 Different Methods- Same Instrument
Different methods to measure color, scan vs spot
•Same Measurement Device



#2 Different Methods- Same Instrument
Same i1- Measure manually vs measure on iO Table 
•Different calibration plaques…



Test #3- Between Instrument - Inter



Test #3- Summary: Inter Instrument 
Instrument    
1. Isis
2. Exact
3. i1Pro2
4. Nix
5. Spectro1
6. Nano
7. Color Sentinel
8. ColorMuse

95TH ∆E      
0.16
0.20
0.21
0.24
0.33
0.34
0.51
1.1



Understand ∆E Stack
∆E disagreement between instruments is additive
•∆E stacks (adds on top of) multiple instruments in workflow
•Critical to understand differences, differences can exceed job tolerance
•E-Factor variation of single instrument cuts into production tolerances
•Different instruments measuring same product adds variation and further cuts into 
production tolerance



Instrument Gauge Factor- Applying ∆E Stack
How much production tolerance to sacrifice for instrument disagreement
•All Manufacturing Industries have implemented “Instrument Gauge Factor”

•Think of multiple companies making airplane parts in different locations
•Have to accommodate for different measurements (micrometers, scales etc) 

•Have to accommodate for fact that all measurement devices have disagreement
•Six Sigma recommends between 20% and 33%
•More tolerance sacrificed for instrument disagreement, less to work with on press



Workflow #1- Apply Customer Expectations 
Customer Expectations are 2 ∆E (00) Match
•Allow for 20% of production tolerance to be  
allocated to instrument disagreement 

•Use same type of instrument to measure color
•Depending upon inter instrument agreement…

Instrument 
disagreement

Tolerance
100%

20%

Production 
Tolerances

80%

Instrument 
disagreement

= 0.24

20%

Production 
Tolerances

80%

100%
Tolerance

2.0 ∆E



Using Same Model Instrument
Expectations are 3 E-Factor Match
•Allow for 20% of production tolerance to  
be allocated to instrument disagreement 

•E-Factor (95th Perc ∆E) is 20% IGF

•Multiply Instrument EF by 5 to determine tolerance
Tolerance

100%

20%

Production 
Tolerances

80%

Production 
Tolerances 88%

100%

1.2 ∆E

Instrument 
disagreement

= 0.24

Tolerance

= 1.76 ∆E

Instrument 
disagreement

= 0.24

2.0 ∆E

12%



Test #1- IGF: Intra Instrument Workflow
Instrument
1. Barbieri
2. Isis
3. i1Pro3
4. Exact
5. Nano
6. Color Sentinel
7. i1Pro3 iO
8. Nix
9. Spectro1
10. i1Pro2
11.Techkon
12. i1Pro1
13. ColorMuse

95th Percentile ∆E (00)
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.19
0.40
0.57

   Workflow ∆E 
0.25
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.55
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.90
2.00
2.85



Test #2 IGF Applied: Different Methods
Different methods to measure color, scan vs spot
•If need to match to 2 ∆E tolerance- can be a problem



Test #2 IGF Applied: Different Methods
Same i1- Measure manually vs measure on iO Table 
•If need to match to 2 ∆E tolerance- can be a problem
•Different calibration plaques…



Interpretation of Test 1 Results 
Even very tight tolerances can be accommodated with most instruments
•Single instrument measuring color for assessing custom expectations is safe

Interpretation of Test 2 Results 

Need to be aware of potential instrument measurement procedures
•In tight tolerance applications, know what variables affect results



Test #3- Summary: Inter Instrument Workflow
Instrument    
1. Isis
2. Exact
3. i1Pro2
4. Nix
5. Spectro1
6. Nano
7. Color Sentinel
8. ColorMuse

95TH ∆E      
0.16
0.20
0.21
0.24
0.33
0.34
0.51
1.1

Workflow ∆E
0.80       
1.00
1.05
1.20
1.65
1.70
2.55
5.50



Test #3- High End Instrument
Comparing 14 instruments, same make/model

Instrument 2

Instrument 3

Instrument 4

Instrument 5

Instrument 6

Instrument 7

Instrument 1 Instrument 3 Instrument 4 Instrument 5 Instrument 6Instrument 2



Test #3- High End Instrument
Comparing 14 instruments, same make/model

Instrument 9

Instrument 10

Instrument 11

Instrument 12

Instrument 13

Instrument 14

Instrument 8 Instrument 10 Instrument 11 Instrument 12 Instrument 13Instrument 9



Real World Numbers- Popular Instrument >$6000
∆E disagreement between instruments is additive
•42 separate comparisons, between 14 different identical model instruments

•Averaged Results (42)
•95th Percentile- .76
•Peak- 1.05
•Average- .4

•Worst Result
•95th Percentile- 1.46
•Peak- 1.76
•Average- .92

•Best Result
•95th Percentile- .29
•Peak- .49
•Average- .16



Real World Numbers- Popular Instrument >$6000
∆E disagreement between instruments is additive
•42 separate comparisons, between 14 different identical model instruments

•Averaged Results (42)
•95th Percentile- .76
•Peak- 1.05
•Average- .4

•Worst Result
•95th Percentile- 1.46
•Peak- 1.76
•Average- .92

•Best Result
•95th Percentile- .29
•Peak- .49
•Average- .16

Workflow
Tolerance

Workflow
Tolerance

Workflow
Tolerance=  3.8 ∆E (00) =  7.3 ∆E (00) =  1.45 ∆E (00)



Real World Numbers- Popular Instrument <$1000
∆E disagreement between instruments is additive
•15 separate comparisons, between 6 different identical model instruments

•Averaged Results (15)
•95th Percentile- 0.50
•Peak- 0.59
•Average- .29

•Worst Result
•95th Percentile- .73
•Peak- .77
•Average- .48

•Best Result
•95th Percentile- .38
•Peak- .45
•Average- .21

Workflow
Tolerance

Workflow
Tolerance

Workflow
Tolerance=  2.5 ∆E (00) =  3.7 ∆E (00) =  1.9 ∆E (00)



Summary: Applying IGF to multiple like instruments

Instruments (like human eyes) Measure Differently!!!
•Understand what the differences are before trying to meet customer expectations
•Result: Put undue expectations on print manufacturing
•Leads to rejected work, needs redoing, make goods=  Waste/Poor profitability



Test 4: Compare to Standard Instrument…

There is NO “Standard instrument”
•Instrument manufacturer’s use different technologies and processes
•Standards Committee will not define a standard instrument (favoritism)
•Company needs to define their “standard instrument” and compensate differences
•Can only mathematically compensate between like geometry instruments



Have to accommodate different Instruments
Design Workflow to Accommodate different instruments, Sphere vs 45/0

•Different tracks to define same physical standard
•Allows multiple companies in supply chain to use different instruments- 

•Maintain tolerances even though different instrumentation (geometry etc)

Spectro1

*Sample printed on Foil



Determining your Companies Standard Instrument
Priorities
•Ensure intra instrument precision is within expectations
•Ensure inter instrument precision is within expectations
•Ensure Instrument can measure a variety of targets

•Necessary to Harmonize between different instruments
•Flexibility in measuring different targets and sizes



Test #4- Summary: Compared to i1Pro2
Instrument
1. i1Pro1
2. i1Pro3
3. Exact
4. Nix Spectro
5. Tec SpectroDens
6. Isis2
7. Color Sentinel 110
8. Barbieri LFP
9. Spectro1 
10.Nano
11.ColorMuse

95th Perc ∆E
.53
.77
.79
.92
1.1
1.5
1.4
2.0
2.6
3.1
4.1



Test #4- Apply IGF to i1Pro2 
Instrument
1. i1Pro1
2. i1Pro3
3. Exact
4. Nix Spectro
5. Tec Spectro Dens
6. Isis2
7. Color Sentinel 110
8. Barbieri LFP
9. Spectro1 
10.Nano
11.ColorMuse

95th Perc ∆E
.53
.77
.79
.92
1.1
1.5
1.4
2.0
2.6
3.1
4.1

Workflow ∆E
2.65       
3.85
3.95
4.60
5.50
6.50
7.00
10.0
13.0
15.5
20.5



Scenario #1
Expectations are 3 E-Factor Match
•Allow for 20% of production tolerance to be allocated to instrument disagreement 
•Use an X-Rite iSIS to build ICC Profile
•Then use an i1 to assess the Profile, 
•Difference between i1 and iSIS is 1.3 ∆E at CRF 95th

Instrument 
disagreement

Tolerance
100%

20%

Production 
Tolerances

80%

Instrument 
disagreement

= 1.3

20%

Production 
Tolerances

80%

100%
Tolerance



Scenario #1

Tolerance
100%

20%

Production 
Tolerances

80%

Instrument 
disagreement

= 1.3 45%

Production 
Tolerances 55%

100%

6.5 ∆E

= 5.2∆E

Instrument 
disagreement

= 1.3

Expectations are 3 E-Factor Match
•Allow for 20% of production tolerance to be 
allocated to instrument disagreement 

•Use an X-Rite iSIS to build ICC Profile

•Then use an i1 to assess the Print, 

•Difference between i1 and iSIS is 1.3 ∆E at CRF 95th

•Production Tolerance has to be 6.5 ∆E at CRF 95th to 
accommodate the 20%, 5*20=100% of tolerance=  3∆E

Tolerance

= 1.7 ∆E



Common Scenario #2

Tolerance 100%

20%

Production 
Tolerances 80%

Instrument 
disagreement

= 2.0

Production 
Tolerances

Instrument 
disagreement

= 2.0

Expectations are 3 E-Factor Match
•Allow for 20% of production tolerance to be 
allocated to instrument disagreement 

•Use an Barbieri LFP to build ICC Profile
•Then use an i1 to assess the print, 
•Difference between i1 and LFP is 2 ∆E at CRF 95th

 10∆E
Tolerance

= 8∆E



Common Scenario #2

Tolerance
100%

20%

Production 
Tolerances 80%

Instrument 
disagreement

= 2.0

Production 
Tolerances

Instrument 
disagreement

= 2.0

Expectations are 3 E-Factor Match
•Allow for 20% of production tolerance to be 
allocated to instrument disagreement 

•Use an Barbieri LFP to build ICC Profile
•Then use an i1 to assess the print, 
•Difference between i1 and LFP is 2 ∆E at CRF 95th

•Production Tolerance has to be 10 ∆E at CRF 95th 

to accommodate the 20%, 5*2=10 ∆E tolerance

 10∆E

Tolerance
= 8∆E

66%

33%
 3∆E



∆E Stack with 3 Instruments
Expectations are 3 E-Factor Match
•Customer specifying color with Exact
•Proofer being measured using i1Pro 2

•Measure same color sample, average difference is 1.2 ∆E
•Press being measured with Intellitrax comparing to proof

•Measure same color sample, average difference is 1.3 ∆E
•Intellitrax measures Black Backing, with thin paper, can change color by 2∆E



Summary of Three scenarios

Tolerance
100%

20%

Production 
Tolerances

80%

Instrument 
disagreement

= 0.8

27%

Production 
Tolerances

73%

100%

4∆E

= 3.2∆E

Instrument 
disagreement

= 0.8

Expectations are 3 E-Factor Match
•Both Scenarios included only 2 instruments 
•Workflows with additional instruments require 
additional error allocation…

•Making it very hard to manufacture within 
customers desired Expectations…

•Need to Plan Instrumentation Very 
Carefully!!!!

 3∆E
Tolerance

= 2.2∆E



Best Buy Colors measured  
with 4 instruments

Expectations are 2 ∆E (00) Match
•i1 as Master 

•Techkon1= Average 1.94, Peak 3.6
•eXact= Average 2.3, Peak 6.4
•Techkon 2=  Average 2.1, Peak 4.5

•Techkon1 as Master
•i1Pro2= Average 1.9, Peak 4.1
•eXact= Average 1.2, Peak 3.4
•Techkon 2=  Average .59, Peak 1.1



Summary of Comparing Different Instruments
Logic based on 95th percent worst ∆E (00)
•Base on Peak ∆E the numbers get substantially worse…
•Base on Average ∆E- 50% of time the data will be inaccurate…
•If you do not compensate for Instrument differences:

•Put more demand on print manufacturing to work with unrealistic tolerances
•Puts more deman on operators and equipment to work correctly
•Reduces Profitability because more time and effort needs to take place

•Need to Plan Instrumentation Very Carefully!!!!



Real World- Tracking Instruments: Doing it Right! 

Instrument 2

Instrument 3

Instrument 4

Instrument 5

Instrument 6

Instrument 7

Instrument 1 Instrument 3 Instrument 4 Instrument 5 Instrument 6Instrument 2



Other Instrument Variables to understand
Repeatability- Instrument Specific
• Spot vs Scan mode
• Light source (radiation)
• Monochromator/Sensor
• Contact vs Contactless
• Geometry/Mode
• Aperture size
• Integration time, delay between

Reproducibility- Operating Specific
• Spot vs Scan mode- Manual speed
• White/black backing being used
• Operator speed when scanning
• Environmental Temperature/Humidity



Experiment results
Comparison table

This is due to significant imperfections in the devices themselves. Many technical solutions have been focused on the 
speed of measurement. Design and methodological simplifications mean that much of the data provided by the 
instruments is the result of processing by algorithms and does not always come from real measurements. Illuminators - 
especially those parts of them responsible for UV deviate from the physical references they are supposed to follow. 
Manufacturers introduce "data optimization" solutions that actually manipulate them to a fairly large extent. As 
consumers did not pay attention to how differently the instruments analyze fluorescence, this parameter was not the 
subject of any engineers' efforts.



Different instruments — Spectral Reflectance Curves

i1 Pro 3

i1 Pro 2

eXact M1 Part 2 export on

eXact M1 Part 2 export off

Techkon SpectroDens

M1
M0
M2

M1
M0
M2

M1
M0
M2

M1
M0
M2

M1
M0
M2



Different instruments — Fluorescence Effects (M1-M2)

i1 Pro 3

i1 Pro 2

eXact M1 Part 2 export on

eXact M1 Part 2 export off

Techkon SpectroDens



Compare Display Measurement Instruments
Instrument Correlation

Colorimeters have sensor metamerizm due 
to their design. The manufacturer tries to 
reduce this by using prefabricated 
correction matrices. With the i1 Display 
Pro, for example, you can choose between 
8 corrections for different monitor 
technologies, with the Spyder 5 between 4 
global corrections for different backlights, 
with basICColor DISCUS between 30 (more 
are reloadable) corrections for monitor 
models. CC Display Inspector Pro allows 
you to optimize each measurement device 
for each individual monitor to achieve 
optimal results that are as close as 
possible to a reference device.

Source: Sample data by bassICColor. CC Display is powered by 
bassICColor engine



Conclusions (Objective)
▪No Master Instrument and Absolute Color Standards 
▪No Instrument is 0 ∆E(00)- stable and predictable
▪Differences in geometry and traceability are not well known
▪Users surprised about differences and have be accepted
▪Differences between Instruments are subject related
▪Measuring color on coated paper versus uncoated- ∆E changes
▪Which means- Try not to mix and match- impossible



Conclusions that we have influence on

▪Workflows mixing Instruments limit the level of tolerance
▪If specifying Tolerances to supply chain- understand $$
▪Some types of measurements (multiple M-conditions) differ, 

and often does NOT match lighting…
▪Instrument tracking is a key manage tighten tolerances 
▪IGF helps discover potential issues and resolve them



What to do with what you’ve learned

▪Plan your instrument strategy carefully- do not mix/match
▪If you have to mix and match and meet tight tolerances, 

harmonize to compensate for the differences
▪Sending instruments back to factory once/year is not enough
▪Educate your organization on tolerances and properly apply
▪Brands- Plan to pay more $$$ due to tighter tolerances
▪Unrealistic expectations cost time and money- profitability



Thank you for 
attending!
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